Analysis of X-ray induced aberrations in mammalian chromosomes by electrofusion induced premature chromosome condensation.
Premature chromosome condensation (PCC) was induced by electrofusion of metaphase cells of an Ehrlich ascites tumor cell line with interphase cells of a Muntjac cell line or of a Chinese Hamster subline. Electrofusion was performed by cell alignment in a weakly inhomogeneous a.c. field of 200 V/cm amplitude (peak-to-peak value) and of 1.7 MHz frequency, followed by the application of a series of breakdown (fusion) pulses of 5 kV/cm strength and 15 microseconds duration. Most of the PCC's were of the G2 type despite the large proportion of G1 and S cells in the suspension. The number of chromatid aberrations observed in electrofused cells which had not been subjected to irradiation was not significantly above the spontaneous level. This indicates that electrofusion, at least as used here, did not lead to lesions expressed as structural aberrations. When interphase cells were irradiated by X-ray doses below 3 Gy before electrofusion PCC analysis showed chromosome damage consisting mainly of breaks and gaps. The frequency of aberrations recorded by PCC was 6 to 40 fold larger than that seen in conventional metaphase analysis. This large increase probably arose because of an effective suppression of the G2 repair of chromosomal lesions by the fast condensation process which took place within about 30 min. This assumption was supported by PCC experiments in which the time between X-irradiation and fusion with subsequent chromosome condensation was varied. The results demonstrated that G2 repair of chromosomal lesions was not detectable until 20 min after fusion with a half-time of the repair kinetics of about 1.5 h. The selectivity of premature chromosome condensation in G2 cells is discussed in terms of the differences between electrofusion and chemically or virally induced fusion. It is assumed that the concentration and the transfer rate of the chromosome condensation factor from the metaphase to the interphase cell are the limiting factors in achieving PCC. This is because the localised permeabilisation of the membrane and the dominance of two-cell fusions are characteristic of electrofusion.